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During 1951, studies were initiated to investigate the role of color

in establishing the sel I ing price of tobacco. For a large number of

samples, color indices were to be correlated with government grade, sell-

ing price, etc. Should these correlations be high, then ultimately, color

measurements might be used not only as an objective evaluation of the

quality of a lot of tobacco but also as a means of predicting its market

value.

At biweekly intervals during the 1951 market season, tobacco

samples were collected at fourteen warehouses on three markets in the

Eastern Belt of North Carolina~.

sampl ing each sale. Starting with a randomly-selected basket in the first

row, two bundles of tobacco were taken from that basket and from every IOOth

basket thereafter. Information copied from the sales ticket, including

grower's name, weight, government grade~ price, buyer's name and grade,

accompanied ~ach sample. Whenever possible, the variety of tobacco was

a Iso recorded.

Over the six sampling periods, a total of 680 samples were collected.

Whi Ie a total of ninety goyernment grades were represented, fifty of these

accounted for only 17 per cent of the samples (five samples or less in a

grade) ..

J..! The cooperating warehouses were: In Fe rmv i l Ie, Bel I, Fountain, Monk,
and Planter; in Rocky Mount, Cobb-Foxhaf I, Farmers, Fenner, Mangum,
and Planter; in Wi Ison, Big Dixie, Big Star, Center Brick, Growers,
and Wainwrighto
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summarizes some of the basic data taken from the sales

tickets of the 680 samples.

Table I. Sales Data on Samples by Warehouses, Ranked in
Descending Order of Price

Warehouse No. of Estimated Averages
Number sernc l es Wt. per Basket Pri ce Per

Lbs 0 Cwt.

I 22 J82.0 $ 60.4
2 56 205.4 59.5
3 42 [84.6 58.7
4 46 204.4 5800
5 83 17908 5702
6 32 16904 55.8
7 43 210.2 55.8
8 61 18406 55.7
9 52 195.6 54.8

10 53 177.7 53.7
I J 23 202.0 53.0
12 87 184.6 52.7
13 34 19204 52.3
14 46 163. I 480 I

All samples 680 187.7 55.3

Color measurements were made with a Hunter Color and Color Diff-

erence Meter. This instrument has been designed to measure color charac-

teristics in a manner simi lar to the way that the human eye senses color.

As measured by this instrument, color is described by three components2

"brightness lf (Rd scale) ranging from black to white, "blue-yellow"

('b' scale), and "green-red" ('a' scale).

To faci litate handling with a minimum of shattering, the tobacco

samples were all brought to an equi librium moisture content in an air-

conditi(;r:ed, humidity-controlled laboratory when the color measurements

were made. Readings for each color characteristic (Rd, b, a) were made
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on four different views of each bundle of tobacco giving a total of

twelve readings per bunc!e or 24 readings per two-bundle sample. Thus the

680 samples required a total of 16,320 individual cofor measurements.

A statistical index, usually referred to as "percentage reduction

in ve r i ab l Li t y '' was used to evaluate the relationship between the selling

price and the color characteristics (or government grade, etc.) of each

sL~p!eo A ~igh index (in %) indicates a strong relationship.

Table 2 summarizes the relationship between sel ling price and each

of the color cha,acteristics singly and in al I combinations over all of

the tobacco samples. The index indicates the amount of variabi lity in

the sel ling prices of the samples that can be attributed to the color

differences between the individual samples. It is interesting to note

the changes in the statistical indices when the N-graded samples are

excluded from the calcul~tions. These changes suggest that the color

characteristics have an even more important influence on the sel ling

prices of N-graded tobaccos than on tobaccos of the other grades.
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Table 2. The relationship Between Sel ling Price and Color of
Tobacco

Color Characteristic Percentage Reduction Due to Color~
AI I Samples N-Grades Excluded

R (Brightness) only

"g" (B Iue -ye I low) on f y

"a it (Green-red) on Iy

Rd plus b

R
d

plus a

b p l us ,~

K
d

plus b plus a

5600

6006
8.0

63. I

58.8

62.8

65.3

45.4
48.0

5.0
51.9

48.4
50.4
54.2

The complete price prediction equation when the N-Grades are

excluded is:

$ Price - 43.20 + 1.04 (Brightness)

+ 2 02 I (Ye I lowness)

+ 1.63 (Red-Green) - 0.14 (Red-Green)~

It is generally recognized that other factors, such as stalk position

(approximately equivalen7 to leaf class in the Government Grading System),

quality (the number component in the Government Grade), time-trends in the

market (reflected in sampling periods), etc., also influence the selling

price of tobacco. In another statistical calculation, the sel ling prices

were corrected for grade classification, qual ity designation, and sampling

per:od befc,e computing the relationship between color characteristics and

sel I ing price. The resulting indices are shown in Table 3· This new

"percentage reduction in variabi I itylf is, in effect, the relationship

between color and price, when restricted to a single grade (SUCh as 84,

for example) at one particular sampl ing period.
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As before, the N-grades were excluded from the calculations for the

reasons that, first, there are only two quality designations in the

N-grades instead of five or six for other leaf classifications and,

secondfy, because the nondescript grades are not correlated with any

particular position on the plant.

Table 30 The Relationship Between the Sel ling Prices of Tobaccos
and Certain Recognized Quality Factors.

Percentage Reduction in Variation
Factc~ Associated with the Factor

Leaf Class plus Quality Designa
tion plus Sampling Period

Color (Rd plus b plus a) Total

64.4

8.2
72.6

The new prediction equation is:

$ Pri ce - 6055 (Class) - 2 -98
2

+ 301 I (Class)

(Numbe r Grade)
2

1.70 - 0023 (Number Grade)

0.43 (Sampling Period)
2

+ - o~o6 (Sampling Period)

+ 0 .. 62 (Brightness)

+ 0.84 (Yellowness)

3041 ( Red-Green )
2

+ - 001 I (Red-Green) •

This more extensive index shows the per cent of reduction due to color

to be much smaller than the results calculated for Table 2. Such a situa-

tion ~nd7c~tes that color is correlated with some of the other factors in the

prediction equatione Table 4 shows that the highest of these correlations

involve the if Yellowness" and/or "Brightness" color cher-ac t e r i s t i cs .
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Table 40 Correlation Coefficients for the Color Characteristics

Price Predictor

Class
(Class)2
Number Grade
(Number Grade)2
Sampling Period
(Sampling Period)2
Br:JhtnE::;s
Y8 I lowness

Brightness

-.23
-.36
-.60
-.54

e 19
005

Color Characteristics
YeII owness

.08
-. 17
-.62
-.53

.09
-.09

.. 81

Green-Red

-.06
- 0 12
-020
-. 17

.02
-.02

.08
• 10

For example the strong relationship between "Yellowness" and

"Number Grade" means that any fluctuation in pri ce attributed to

"Yellowness" might also be associated with "Number Grade". On the other

hand, fluctuations in price due to "Number Grade" could equally well be

said to be due to "Ye l lownes s'", That is to say, in the absence of one

type of information another type may do nearly as wei I~ but the possession

of both types does add a little more to the total knowledge than does

either type standing atone.

In summary it might be concluded that approximately two-thirds of the

variabi I ity in the pricing of tobacco can be associated with parts of the

government grade and time trends. An additional 10% can then be related

to measurable color characteristics of the tobacco leaves. The unexplained

remainder must be attributed to al I other factors, known and unknown, not

considered in these calculations.


